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My Book of Computer 2 

Lesson 1 

available: able to be used 
decide: to confirm the choice 
buy: to purchase something 
needs: requirement or anything that a person wants 
personal: belong to anyone 
mainframe: primary memory of a computer 
micro: extremely small  
purpose:  reason 
laptop: a small size computer which can be carried during traveling 
briefcase: a flat and rectangular container used to carry important stuff 

online: connected to a network 

organization: a company or a group where people used to work 
easily: without difficulty 
weight: heavy object 
suitable: appropriate or right 

minicomputers: those computers which use medium power 

faster: quicker, not slow 
huge: very large 

expensive: costly or use of a lot of money 

required: need or wish 
scientist: a person who study and work in the field of science  
 

Lesson 2 

input: the data which is given to the computer 

output: the processed data which computer gives us as a result 

data: any information 

command: order 

enables: activate  

performing: acting 

visual: to watch or see 

compulsory: any work that must be perform or should be done 
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optional: depend on choice 

 

Lesson 3 

connected: joined or attached 

attach: join or permanently fixed 

specific: particular or definite  

plug: a device for making an electrical connections 

serial: forming in parts or series 

parallel: lines moving side by side 

external: outer surface or outward features 

power: ability to move or travel with great speed 

cord:  long, thin and flexible rope made from many twisted strands 

port: in computers a port is a connection point between a computer and an internal or external 

device 

 

 

Lesson 4 

set: to stand in a specified position 

instructions: ordering or telling how something should be done  

software: the programs used by a computer 

study: to learn or get knowledge 

improved: more better than before 

version: creating new forms of same type 

introduced: bring something for the first time 

popular: very especial or something or any person liked by many people  

edited: corrected 

current: recent or belonging to present time 

countless: too many to be counted 

photograph: pictures made by using a camera 

changes: becoming different 

famous: popular or known about by many people 

dimension: measurement of something in physical space 

figures: numbers 
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material: that matter by which anything can be made 

 

Lesson 5 

grown-up: an adult 

often: many times 

camera: the device which is used to capture images or video 

mobile: able to move freely or easily or a small device works as a telephone 

transfer: moving from one place to another 

sound: vibrations that travels air and can be heard when they reach to a person's ear 

learn: to gain knowledge 

webcam: a video camera attached to a computer connected to the internet so that its images 

can be seen by internet users 

follow: to come after or move behind  

document: records or matter that provides information  

capture: to hold or controlled by force 

machine: anything which make our work easier 

headphone: a pair of earphones 

record: a set or collection of  important evidence or achievement about past 

hear: ability to listen 

 

 

Lesson 6 

exciting: causing great enjoyment 

features: parts of face 

detail: complete description 

displays: to show or perform for public entertainment or anything that can be easily seen 

combined: attached or merged or with one another 

separately: divide or not joined 

important: anything of great value 

tools: equipments or things which used for particular work 

represented: showing or introducing something in front of public 

allows: to give permission or opportunity 

undo: to cancel or delete 

redo: doing again 
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actions: process of doing something 

options: choices 

contains: to hold something 

selected: carefully chosen 

divided: separated into parts 

similar: being same 

information: knowledge 

status: position or condition of something in a particular area or group 

enables: makes activate or means to do something 

include: consist as a part of whole 

offers: to accept or reject anything as so desire 

drag: to move or pull something horizontally with force 

accessed: to obtained or entering 

various: of different types 

thickness: the distance between opposite sides of something  

wish: hope for something to happen 

enlarge: become more bigger 

reduce: make smaller or less 

 

Lesson 7 

knight: a soldier who fought while riding a horse and given a special honor 

riding: sport of horses  

wooden: anything made up of woods 

connect: linked or joined together 

appear: become visible 

horizon: the line at which the earth's surface and the sky appear to meet 

press: apply some physical pressure 

quick:  fast  

across: from one side to another 

element: any important part or in chemistry, any material that cannot be broken down into 

more substances 

reign: rule as king or queen 

saddle: a seat made of leather fixed on the back of horse for riding 

zoom: to move very fast or a camera shot that changes from long shot to close-up 

individual: single or a particular person 

explained: make a problem clear to someone by describing it in more detail  

previous: any occurred before or in past time 
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except:  not included 

final: coming to the end or last 

stage: particular phase or position 

embellishment: adding more statements or stories in something  to make it more interesting 

 

 

Lesson 8 

appear: become visible 

either: one or other from the two things or persons  

combined: joined together 

drops: a small quantity of a liquid fall vertically in the form of spherical mass 

print: to produce anything written by applying inked types in large quantity 

grouped: put together or put into categories 

related: belonged  

mistake: error or not correct 

delete: remove or erased  

insert: to fix something in a particular place 

discuss: talk on a specific matter with group of people to get different ideas 

alignment: arrangement in a straight line 

opposite: the other side of the same thing  

notice: become aware of or to observe 

contrast: to compare to show differences 

 

 

 

Lesson 9 

leave: to go away 

single: one or individual 

indicated: directed to a particular thing or person  

underneath: part or side of something facing towards the ground  

beginning: starting  

reaches: to be there or arrive  

careful: to show attention towards anything or anyone 

easy: not difficult 

format: the way in which something is arranged 
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highlight: a very bright or prominent area in paintings , pictures or designs 

chosen: selected 

multiple: becoming more and more 

converted: to change into different form 

centrally: in the middle  

similarly: having likeness or resemblances or being same in different ways 

margins: lines 

 

Lesson 10 

learned: having much knowledge 

connect: join together 

ensure: make secure or safe or guarantee from any harm 

tray: a flat bottom container used for carrying or holding food  

dialogue: conversation between two or more people 

range: limits 

copies: more than one forms of the same thing 

 

Lesson 11 

saved: not in danger 

descriptive: more detailed 

increase: becoming more and more 

organized: very well managed 

appears: become visible 

highlighted: to become more prominent 

helpful: useful or ready to give aid or help 

suppose: to imagine or to think 

collect: to bring together  

better: more improved, higher in quality or more skillful 

categories: types or forms 

continue: to start after interruption 

confusing: unable to understand something 
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Lesson 12 

internet: it is the global system of interconnected computer networks used worldwide to 

connect and exchange information 

far: placed at a great distance 

apart: separated from one another or at a distance from the main body 

send: taken to a particular place 

messages: recorded communications or information sent through messenger or e-mail 

access: to reach  

sell: to give or hand over something in exchange of money 

provide: to give  

widely: largely  

latest: brand new 

buy: to get something in exchange of money 

visit: go to see and spend time with someone 

order: instructions 

famous: known by other people or very popular  

search: try to find something  

active: to become energetic 

specialized: to have detailed knowledge in a particular field 

address: speak to a person or an assembly  

related: belonged to 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


